ENLARGED PLAN - GLASS 030E

ENLARGED RCP - GLASS 030E

KEY PLAN (NTS)

GLASS 030E AXON S/E

GLASS 030E - EAST

GLASS 030E - NORTH

GLASS 030E - WEST

GLASS 030E - SOUTH

GENERAL NOTES: COMPOSITE PLANS AND ELEVATIONS

1. Where floor plans terminate at a door and there is another plan, the exit stair is shown on the adjacent plan.
2. New construction shall be painted in accordance with the finish program. CCC-11114-COB.
3. Joists in the ceiling shall be lapped and concealed under the floor plan. This is shown on the floor plan.
4. All new construction shall be painted to match with the brand and style of the existing finish, as shown on the floor plan.
5. All new construction shall be painted to match with the finish program. CCC-11114-COB.
6. All new construction shall be painted to match with the finish program. CCC-11114-COB.
7. All new construction shall be painted to match with the finish program. CCC-11114-COB.
8. All new construction shall be painted to match with the finish program. CCC-11114-COB.
9. All new construction shall be painted to match with the finish program. CCC-11114-COB.
10. All new construction shall be painted to match with the finish program. CCC-11114-COB.

AC119

ERB MEMORIAL UNION
CRAFT CENTER - PACKAGE 1

CRAFT CENTER ENLARGED
GLASS COMPOSITE
1. NEW 4" CONCRETE RAMP OVER FILL
2. SHELVING OFI
3. COLUMN IN FOREGROUND HIDDEN FOR CLARITY
4. PROVIDE BLOCKING AS REQUIRED TO SUPPORT
5. GAS SHUT-OFF VALVE
6. ORGANIZE MEETING ROOMS TO SLIDE UNDER
7. PROVIDE BLOCKING IN WALL FOR OWNER
8. 1-1/2" STEEL PIPE BARRIER GATE WITH SPRING
9. ACCENT STAINED PANEL STN-3
10. REVEAL WITH ACCENT PAINT PT-2 ABOVE BASE
11. CHALKBOARD PANEL
12. COLUMN CASEMENT FURRING WALLS, SEE
13. PROVIDE CURTAIN WITH CONCEALED OVERHEAD
14. ALT. 4 (ADD) FULL HEIGHT SLIDING DOOR ON
15. ALT. 2 (BASE) DASHED LINES INDICATE RECEPTION
16. OFI TABLE/CASEWORK
17. ALIGN WITH WALL PANEL REVEAL
18. PROVIDE BLOCKING IN WALL FOR OWNER
19. PROVIDE BLOCKING IN WALL FOR OWNER
20. PAINT EXISTING STRUCTURE AND EXPOSE CEILING
21. PROVIDE BLOCKING AS REQUIRED TO SUPPORT
22. 1/4" = 1'-0" 5RECEPTION 030 - SOUTH
23. 1/4" = 1'-0" 6STORAGE 030Q - SOUTH
24. PROVIDE CURTAIN WITH CONCEALED OVERHEAD
25. COLUMN IN FOREGROUND HIDDEN FOR CLARITY
26. PROVIDE BLOCKING AS REQUIRED TO SUPPORT
27. CHALKBOARD PANEL
28. REVEAL WITH ACCENT PAINT PT-2 ABOVE BASE
29. CIRCULATION 030 - WEST
30. 1/4" = 1'-0" 5RECEPTION 030 - SOUTH
31. 1/4" = 1'-0" 6STORAGE 030Q - SOUTH